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11. 2. 2016

NightFly introduced the new lighting control units for big airplane models and UAVs
Last year we started with the innovation of existing control units for different models. Currently there are newly
available two strongest units NF53 and NF54 XL size for large airplane models that are used to power LEDs with a
current of 120, 350 and 700 mA, the flash of up to 1000 mA. Units include 8 independent current-powered outputs for
position, flashing and landing lights and are equipped with an electronic power supply management. LEDs are
connected directly without using resistance protection.
As a brand new product we developed the control unit NF39, which is used for lighting UAV unmanned multicopters.
11. 2. 2016

NightFly introduced an innovative products in the Servo accessories
The both new units are inovated products in the servo accessories category and replaces previous products.
NF-INV3 is the new servo inverter for reversing the servo movement direction. It replaces the previous models INV1
and INV2. NF-SD3 is a new servo movement speed limiter that replaces the previous models SD1 and SD2.
11. 2. 2016

The new accessories products are included in the NightFly e-shop
Recently, we have included in our e-shop some new products in the LED, Accessories category. There are currently
availabe selected LEDs with cover, light covers and other products from suppliers INNOFLYER and UNILIGHT.
5. 4. 2016

The brand new lighting control unit NF32 is now in Medium size category
The NF32 is a new control unit for lighting medium-sized model aircrafts with a wingspan up to 1.3 meters. The unit
has the five outputs for LEDs with rated current of 80 mA. Two are designed for position lights (P1, P2), two for flashing
lights (F1, F2) and one for landing light (L1). The sixth output (L2) is designed to power the stronger main landing light.
In our offer there are two versions of this unit. The reflectors with unit NF32A can be fitted with LED lights 80 or 120
mA. The version NF32B is designed for reflectors 120 or 350 mA.
26. 4. 2016

The innovative control unit NF3E is available in the Large size category
The NF3E is an innovative product that replaces the previous products NF-3E and NF3X-350. It is newly equipped with
and electronic switch that can automatically disconnect the unit from the power supply when the receiver is switched
off. This function can be deactivated by inserting a black jumper SW, then the unit acts as the original NF-3E.
17. 8. 2016

NightFly introduced the new control unit NF-M for simulation of missiles firing
The control unit NF-M is designed to simulate firing up to 15 shots. Missiles can be fired individually or in batches. For
the simulation LED 350 or 700 mA can be used. Double output allows to use simulation on both right and left wing.
The new product is available in the category Special effects.

